
 
 
 
2024 Distributor Choice Awards Press Release 
 
On April 19, 2024, Sanitary Maintenance Magazine announced its Distributor Choice Award winners. 
Recognizing products considered the "best in the industry," the awards are based exclusively on 
votes from Jan/San distributors. 
 
NaceCare is pleased to announce that several of its products have been recognized as 2024 
Distributor Choice Award winners across multiple categories. 
 
Equipment and Accessories Category: 
• NQ 100 The Quick Battery Stick Vacuum  
• NUC 244NX Ultra-Compact Battery Scrubber  
  
Health and Wellness Category: 
• RBV 150NX & NXH Battery Vacuum Backpacks  
  
Technology and Innovation Category: 
• NQ 100 The Quick Battery Stick Vacuum  
• NUC 244NX Ultra-Compact Battery Scrubber 
 
"These awards reinforce our commitment to delivering outstanding products and solutions," says 
Gareth Mason, President at NaceCare. "We are thrilled and deeply honored to receive them." 
 
About the award-winning products 
The solutions selected as award winners are among the most innovative and high-performing 
products in the industry. They deliver productivity, cost savings, health, cleanliness, and user 
mobility benefits. 
 
NQ 100 The Quick Battery Stick Vacuum  
The Quick Battery Stick Vacuum won in two categories for its leading-edge filter pod system, 
interchangeable batteries, and lightweight, durable design. It powers up to 120 minutes of high-
performance cleaning and offers dust-free emptying. Cordless and convenient, The Quick is easy to 
use, store and charge. 
 
NUC 244NX Ultra-Compact Battery Scrubber  
NaceCare's NUC 244NX Ultra-Compact Battery Scrubber was also recognized in two categories. 
Equipped with unique NX300 battery technology, the 244NX scrubber offers 2500 charge cycles and 
1-hour fast charging. It cuts water use by 80%, cleans 3x faster than mopping, and reduces labor 
costs by 70%. Combining scrubbing and drying in a single pass, the 244NX enhances safety while its 
ergonomic design reduces operator fatigue.  
 
RBV 150NX & NXH Battery Vacuum Backpacks  
Winners in the Health and Wellness Category, the RBV 150NX and NXH Battery Vacuum Backpacks 
are equipped with NX300 36V Battery Technology and a 350W digital brushless motor, engineered to 
deliver NaceCare's most powerful cordless cleaning yet. The standard filtration is 0.3 microns at 
99.97% efficiency, while the NXH option is Certified HEPA for hazardous dust. With up to 90 minutes 
of cordless freedom, at 49 dB(A), these vacuums are ideal for day cleaning and high-traffic areas. 
 
NaceCare Solutions has been providing commercial cleaning equipment solutions for over thirty-five 
years. Today, NaceCare's equipment remains a trusted tool in maintaining cleaner and healthier 
buildings — from offices, schools and hospitals to industrial and hazardous environments. 
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